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Submission content: I would like to strongly object to the unsustainable
population explosion "planned". Sydney at present is impossible to get
around in any reasonable timeframe. There seems to no
acknowledgement whatsoever of this, I'll be moving away shortly but
you have no right nor mandate for this ridiculous scheme. Canberra
needs more people, there is scope for more cities in NSW but you just
don't seem to get it, Sydney was full years ago, nobody likes the
infection by apartments in the suburbs, the roads will never cope, no
new water supply, not to mention power supply issues. It took me 45
mins this morning to drive from North Wahroonga to Fox Valley mainly
due to the traffic caused by the missing F3 ramp never built because of
the no ramps whingers. This is a daily struggle and still not addressed,
replicated all over this gridlocked town. The place has resembled a
construction site since I can remember, no end in sight either
obviously. If we could just finish what's started and see how that all
works.....(. or doesn't). that'd be a start but this insatiable "growth" has
to stop, we are not here just to fill Trigaboff's pockets. I've lived in
Sydney over 50 years now, most people I know and speak to are
appalled over the same issues. I feel I'm being pushed out but am
happy to leave as soon as we can as this is not the type of place
anyone should have to endure. I find your plan not only grossly



irresponsible but totally unnecessary and an insult to those who have
mistakenly put trust in those who were installed to serve us. Public
office brings with it great responsibility and if this bunkum goes ahead
nobody will win except the developers and frankly I wouldn't care if
they all went belly up tomorrow. Sincerely yours , Michael Peterson
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